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Taking Longer 3 Point Shots Or Going For 2

 long-term assets

We are located in the Bay Area of San Francisco, so we know all about the otherworldly performance by one

Stephen Curry of the Golden State Warriors. This NBA basketball player can hit 3 point shots from the other

end of the court it seems, and does so day-in and day-out. He scores 30 points per game average and leads

the league in points, field goals made, field goals attempted, 3 point shots attempted and 3 point shots made

by a wide margin. He is truly amazing to watch as he does something exciting every single game and his warm

up ritual is about as intricate as it comes.

Make no mistake that Curry knows how to make threes as do his teammates and the Golden State Warriors

definitely understand the value of going long probably better than any team in the league. That is one reason

why today, Curry and the rest of the Warriors play for their 73rd win of the season. If they achieve this

milestone, it would set an all-time NBA record and surpass the 1995-96 Chicago Bulls. Even if you aren't a huge

fan of basketball, this sort of thing comes along once in a lifetime so you might want to catch it on TV.

In the banking game, going long has also proved to be a winning strategy for many community banks. After all,

with rates so low since the crisis, longer-term assets have been a staple of community bank balance sheets.

FDIC statistics tell the story. Back in 2007, community banks were in line with the average long-term assets on

balance sheets for all banks at a little over 30%. But while big banks held to that level, community banks

started adding longer-term assets, peaking in 2015 at about 50%. The study defined long-term assets as those

with duration of more than 3Ys.

Those longer-term assets paid off slower and bankers were able to hold onto their margin while rates dipped

lower over time. The regulatory concern now, however, is that things have gone too far and an increase in

rates could be disastrous for banks with longer term loans and securities on the books.

Regulators are strongly warning banks to get a handle on this risk. They fear that banks have sought to retain

yield on assets so they went long, while funding it with mostly DDAs. In a rising interest rate environment,

higher concentrations in longer-dated assets could reduce asset repricing and margin expansion. It could also

lead to mismatches in rate sensitive assets and liabilities. Further, the funding provided by DDAs may revert to

the mean and banks could be dealing with a funding issue just at the time when assets are stuck and funding

costs are rising. This confluence of risks is one on the list that keeps regulators up at night, so be prepared to

address it at your next exam.

If your bank is feeling like you might have too many long term assets at this point and you want to discuss

ways to fix that or model it to see, give us a call. We can help you get a good handle on things and our team of

experts is standing by to help you address this issue in many different ways.

As the FDIC noted in recent research, in banking the long game works fine only until it doesn't. Unlike the NBA

Golden State Warriors who seem to thrive on the long shot, bank regulators are clearly blowing the whistle now
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and calling fouls on bankers that go too long with too many assets given the potential risk.

Mr. Curry is truly having a break out year that is amazing to watch and probably one of the last times you will

see such a performance in your lifetime. This is made even more amazing when you think that every person

Curry plays against is a professional too with tons of talent. Yet, he leaves them in the dust and continues to

bury 3 point shots from nearby cities and towns. Crazy and fun to watch - go 73!
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